]. This releases glutamate by reversing the operation of glutamate transporters, which triggers neuronal death. By whole-cell clamping CA1 pyramidal cells, we investigated the energy stores that delay the occurrence of the AD in hippocampal slices when O 2 and glucose are removed. With glycolytic and mitochondrial ATP production blocked in P12 slices, the AD occurred in ϳ7 min at 33°C, reflecting the time needed for metabolic activity to consume the existing ATP and phosphocreatine, and for subsequent ion gradient decrease. Allowing glycolysis fueled by glycogen, in the absence of glucose, delayed the AD by 5.5 min, whereas superfused glucose prevented the AD for Ͼ1 h. With glycolysis blocked, the latency to the AD was 6.5 min longer when mitochondria were allowed to function, demonstrating that metabolites downstream of glycolysis (pyruvate, citric acid cycle intermediates, and amino acid oxidation) provide a significant energy store for oxidative phosphorylation. With glycolysis blocked but mitochondria functioning, superfusing lactate did not significantly delay the AD, showing that ATP production from lactate is much less than that from endogenous metabolites. These data demonstrate a preferential role for glycolysis in preventing the AD. They also define a hierarchy of pool sizes for hippocampal energy stores and suggest that brain ATP production from glial lactate may not be significant in conditions of energy deprivation.
Introduction
Stroke (ischemia) and perinatal asphyxia (anoxia) are major causes of brain damage, in which much of the neuronal death is triggered by glutamate release (Choi and Rothman, 1990) . This release results from a fall in ATP concentration, which inhibits the plasma membrane Na ϩ /K ϩ -ATPase and allows transmembrane ion gradients to decrease. This decrease is slow at first, but after a few minutes, an abrupt increase in [K ϩ ] o to ϳ60 mM depolarizes neurons to Ϫ20 mV, an event called anoxic depolarization (AD) (Hansen, 1985; Erecinska and Silver, 1994) . The AD is associated with a large release of glutamate, resulting from the decrease in ion gradients reversing glutamate transporters (Szatkowski et al., 1990; Madl and Burgesser, 1993; Roettger and Lipton, 1996; Rossi et al., 2000) .
Whether an AD occurs during transient ischemia and its time of occurrence will be determined by how much stored energy the brain has to maintain ion gradients in the face of a temporary interruption of its energy supply. Brain ATP is derived mainly from glucose; glycolysis is followed by oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria (see Fig. 1 ). It has been suggested (but see Chih et al., 2001b ) that neuronal activity-evoked glycolysis (Pellerin et al., 1998; Magistretti and Pellerin, 1999) or almost all glycolysis (Sibson et al., 1998) is in glia, which export lactate to neurons as a substrate for their mitochondria. Because neurons consume most brain energy (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001 ), this lactate export might explain how the main energy store of the brain (assumed to be glial glycogen) (Gruetter, 2003; Brown, 2004) could sustain the activity of the neurons during energy deprivation, but no information is available on which CNS energy stores delay the occurrence of the AD.
Here, we examine the effect of different types of metabolic inhibition on hippocampal area CA1 using the glutamate receptors in pyramidal cells to monitor the large increase in [glutamate] o produced by the AD. There were five aims, as follows: (1) to ascertain the extent to which glycolysis can delay the regenerative decrease in ion gradients that generates the AD, because plasma membrane ion pumps may be preferentially fueled by glycolysis ; (2) to determine the period for which glycogen can sustain glycolysis in the absence of extracellular glucose; (3) to test whether superfused lactate can prevent the AD from occurring when glycolysis is blocked, as expected if most ATP is generated from lactate supplied to neurons from glia; (4) to compare the effect of a commonly used mitochondrial blocker, cyanide, with that of other blockers (rotenone, antimycin), be-cause cyanide can potentiate or inhibit NMDA receptors according to their subunit composition (Patel et al., 1994; Arden et al., 1998) ; and (5) to examine whether, in addition to preventing oxidative phosphorylation, removal of oxygen had direct effects on membrane currents contributing to the AD, because some K ϩ and Na ϩ currents can sense oxygen directly and are activated or inhibited when O 2 is removed (Jiang and Haddad, 1994; Hammarstrom and Gage, 2000) . Our results demonstrate a preferential role for glycolysis in preventing the AD.
Materials and Methods
Electrophysiology. Pyramidal cells in hippocampal area CA1 were wholecell clamped to use their NMDA and AMPA receptors to monitor the sudden inward current associated with the increase in glutamate concentration that is triggered by the decrease in ion gradients occurring at the time of the AD (Rossi et al., 2000) . The time of the AD recorded in this way is indistinguishable from that recorded with extracellular field recording , showing that neither the presence of ATP in the internal solution for the whole-cell clamped cell (see below) nor the clamping of the voltage of that cell affects the generation of the AD. Thus the clamped cell acts simply as a sensor of the ion gradient decrease and glutamate release, which is produced by the large number of surrounding cells. Using whole-cell clamping to record the time of the AD offers two advantages over using extracellular field potential recording. First, the change in extracellular potential associated with the AD becomes very small if the AD onset is slow; thus whole-cell clamping gives more definite information on whether an AD has occurred. Indeed, it is only by the use of whole-cell clamping that we could be sure that there had not been a slow AD occurring in the experiments described below when glucose was present. Second, whereas measuring the AD onset by field recording only gives data on the time of the AD, using whole-cell clamping enables us to examine, in addition, the time course of the pre-AD and post-AD current changes generated by ischemia and to monitor exocytotic transmitter release as miniature synaptic currents. Hippocampal slices, 225 m thick, were prepared from postnatal day 12 (P12) rats (or in some experiments, P28 rats, as noted in Results) as described by , with Na-kynurenate (1 mM) in the slicing solution to block glutamate receptors, and were recorded 2-5 h after slicing, at which time glycogen levels should have almost completely recovered from the slicing process (Fiala et al., 2003) . Recordings were at 33 Ϯ 1°C, with slices submerged in flowing solution (10 ml/min), which normally contained the following (in mM): 126 NaCl, 24 NaHCO 3 , 1 NaH 2 PO 4 , 2.5 KCl, 2 MgCl 2 , 2.5 CaCl 2 , and 10 glucose, bubbled with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 , pH 7.4. Cells were whole-cell voltage clamped with a pipette solution containing the following (in mM): 130 KCl, 5 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 10 BAPTA, 2 MgATP, and 2 MgCl 2 , pH adjusted to 7.2 with KOH. Pipette series resistance was ϳ5 M⍀ before compensation by ϳ60% to reduce it to ϳ2 M⍀. The large size of the current changes evoked by ischemia (up to 6 nA at the peak of the AD) implies that, even after compensation, significant series resistance voltage errors will inevitably occur [a detailed analysis is presented in the study by Hamann et al. (2002) ]. Data are presented here without correction for this, because the series resistance was similar in different experimental conditions, and correcting for series resistance voltage errors would not alter the conclusions reached. Junction potentials were compensated. Cells were clamped at Ϫ33 mV to enhance the current generated by NMDA receptors. Miniature spontaneous IPSCs (sIPSCs) were analyzed as described by . In a small number of experiments, noninvasive recording of the time of the anoxic depolarization was performed by recording the field potential with an extracellular recording electrode (a patch pipette filled with external solution) placed in the pyramidal cell proximal apical dendrite layer (Rader and Lanthorn, 1989) . Evoked synaptic transmitter release was studied by recording the field EPSP in the stratum radiatum in response to 0.1 Hz stimulation of the Schaffer collaterals using a glass pipette and quantified as the initial slope of the field EPSP (fEPSP).
Choice of agents to mimic energy deprivation. Experiments mimicking brain ischemia in vitro inhibit glycolytic and mitochondrial ATP production by removing glucose and O 2 but often use metabolic blockers as well (Reiner et al., 1990) . This is because, in open-recording chambers, oxygen from the room air can rapidly diffuse through the solution to the tissue, preventing true inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation as would occur in vivo. In these experiments, energy deprivation was simulated by replacing 10 mM glucose with 7 mM sucrose and/or bubbling with 95% N 2 /5% CO 2 and, in some experiments, as described in Results, glycolysis was blocked with iodoacetate (2 mM), and oxidative phosphorylation was blocked with rotenone (100 M) and antimycin (100 M) or NaCN (1 mM). Using 100 M antimycin alone to block mitochondrial ATP production (along with iodoacetate to block glycolysis and removal of oxygen and glucose) produced an AD with the same latency as that seen with rotenone present as well (429 Ϯ 16 s in 5 cells and 440 Ϯ 17 s in 29 cells, respectively; p ϭ 0.6). Reducing the antimycin concentration to 50, 25, or 10 M also produced an AD with the same latency (423 Ϯ 11, 430 Ϯ 22, and 499 Ϯ 61 s, respectively, five cells for each; p values compared with 100 M antimycin plus rotenone were 0.43, 0.75, and 0.39, respectively), although the time of occurrence was more variable when 10 M antimycin was used. This suggests that block of complex 3 alone is sufficient to block mitochondrial ATP production and that 25 M antimycin is a sufficient concentration. Using rotenone alone to block mitochondrial ATP production (along with iodoacetate to block glycolysis and removal of oxygen and glucose) delayed the AD by ϳ2 min (to 569 Ϯ 42 s; p ϭ 0.033; five cells), suggesting that rotenone alone may not completely prevent mitochondrial ATP production. This may be because it blocks the electron transport chain at complex 1 (see Fig. 1 ), and thus any metabolites that can enter the chain at complex 2 [such as reduced flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH 2 )] will still be able to generate ATP (in the presence of residual oxygen), or because the rotenone dose used was not saturating. When Na-lactate was added, it replaced NaCl.
Experimental design and data analysis. Every cell studied was from a different slice. Experiments comparing different metabolic blockers were done in an alternating interleaved manner (one cell with one condition, followed by another cell with the other condition, etc.). Data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM. p values are from Student's two-tailed t tests.
Simulation of diffusion into and out of the hippocampal slice. The glucose distribution through the extracellular space of the slice was calculated by solving the following modified diffusion equation:
where c is the concentration, x is the distance through the slice, D is the diffusion coefficient [assumed to be 7.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 m 2 s Ϫ1 , the value for glutamine (Longsworth, 1953) ], and ␣ are the tortuosity factor and extracellular volume fraction (1.7 and 0.13, respectively) (McBain et al., 1990) , and U and K are the maximum uptake rate and EC 50 for glucose uptake. We set K ϭ 1.6 mM (Erecinska and Silver, 1994) and set U to 0.055 mol/m 3 /s to reproduce a glucose uptake rate of 0.013 mol/m 3 /s (equivalent to the mean uptake rate of 79 mol/100 g per minute measured for rat hippocampus) (Sokoloff et al., 1977) at the measured normal extracellular brain glucose level of 0.5 mM (Fellows et al., 1992) , assuming for simplicity that hippocampal slices at 33°C have the same glucose uptake rate as in vivo hippocampus. (Because brain slices, particularly at P12, may be less energetically demanding than the adult in vivo brain, the effect of assuming a lower glucose uptake rate is also considered in Results.) The steady-state distribution of glucose across the slice was determined by allowing the simulation to run until a steady state was reached. To simulate glucose diffusion out of the slice, after this steady state was reached, the glucose concentration at the surface of the slice was stepped to zero and Equation 1 was solved to determine the time course of glucose removal from the slice. The resulting amount of glucose uptake remaining at different times was obtained by transforming the concentration at each point through the equation Uc/(c ϩ K). To estimate the time needed for drugs to diffuse into the slice, the simulation was run with U set to zero (i.e., ignoring uptake of drugs into the cells), and the concentration at the center of the slice was found to reach one-half the value at the surface in Ͻ20 s.
Results
Experiments are on slices from P12 rats except where stated otherwise.
The AD response to block of glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation Figure 1 is a diagram of energy production in the brain, with glycolysis consuming external glucose and internal glycogen, and with most (94%) (Rolfe and Brown, 1997) of the ATP being produced by mitochondria (possible compartmentation of metabolic function between neurons and glia will be considered later). There are several potential energy reservoirs in this scheme that can delay the decrease in the ion gradients maintained by the plasma membrane Na ϩ /K ϩ -ATPase when supplies of external glucose and O 2 are cut off. ATP can be made from phosphocreatine, glycolysis can use glucose-6-phosphate derived from glycogen as a substrate, and (if glucose levels fall while O 2 is still present, as in hypoglycemia) metabolites downstream of glycolysis such as pyruvate can be used by mitochondria until they are used up.
To test the response of pyramidal cells to severe energy deprivation, we first removed external oxygen and glucose and simultaneously blocked glycolysis with iodoacetate (2 mM) and mitochondrial ATP production with a combination of rotenone (100 M) and antimycin (100 M). The resulting current response of a cell in a P12 slice, clamped at Ϫ33 mV, is shown in Figure 2 A. For the first ϳ7 min, the current became slightly more inward, but then (440 Ϯ 17 s after the start of ischemia in 29 slices) a large inward current occurred (the AD current), which sagged back over ϳ30 s to a more slowly decaying plateau of inward current. Applying glutamate receptor blockers during this plateau suppressed much of the inward current, showing that it was mediated by glutamate release, as shown previously by Rossi et al. (2000) using cyanide as a mitochondrial blocker, and in Figure 8 below.
Glycolysis fueled by glycogen delays the AD when mitochondria are blocked Repeating the experiment of Figure 2 A with iodoacetate omitted, to allow glycolysis to occur in the absence of external glucose using glucose-6-phosphate derived from glycogen ( Fig. 1) , the latency of the AD was increased by 5.5 min (from ϳ7.5 to ϳ13 min; p ϭ 10 Ϫ5 ) (Fig. 2 B ; also see mean data in Fig. 4 A) . The amplitude of the AD was also reduced (see Fig. 4 B) , suggesting that allowing glycolysis to continue reduces the severity or the speed of the ion gradient decrease occurring at the time of the AD, resulting in less glutamate release or more time for desensitization of glutamate receptors to occur.
Glucose remaining in the extracellular space of the slice after it has been removed from the superfusate could still be taken up and used to generate ATP in the absence of iodoacetate, but the extra 5.5 min delay is unlikely to reflect the time needed for glucose to diffuse out of the slice. Simulation of glucose diffusion out of the slice, and of the resulting decline in glucose uptake (see Materials and Methods) , showed that glucose uptake should be reduced to Ͻ10% of its initial value (averaged across the slice) 17 s after removing glucose from the superfusate (see Materials and Methods); assuming a 10-fold lower glucose uptake rate than is seen in vivo (e.g., if there is less energy consumption when excitatory input from outside the slice is removed) would only prolong this to 60 s. Therefore, these data suggest that (with mitochondria inhibited) glycogenolysis provides a reserve of ATP production that lasts ϳ5.5 min in ischemic conditions.
To check this interpretation of the data, we repeated this experiment after depleting glycogen stores by superfusing with solution containing 2 mM glucose (instead of the normal 10 mM, replaced by sucrose) for at least 1 h before applying the ischemic solution. Simulations of the diffusion of glucose into the slice (see Materials and Methods) suggested that, with 10 mM superfused glucose, the extracellular glucose concentration at the center of the slice will be 3 mM and the mean [glucose] o through the slice will be 5.2 mM, whereas with 2 mM superfused glucose, the extracellular glucose concentration at the center of the slice will be 0.17 mM and the mean [glucose] o through the slice will be 0.66 mM, which is more similar to the extracellular glucose concentration of 0.5 mM measured in vivo by a zero net flux microdialysis method (Fellows et al., 1992) . The predicted mean [glucose] values are higher but still different (9.4 mM instead of 5.2 mM and 1.66 mM instead of 0.66 mM) if we assume that hippocampal slices have, for example, only 10% of the glucose uptake rate of in vivo hippocampus (see Materials and Methods). Thus, after incubation in the lower glucose solution, a decrease in glycogen stores and a lower intracellular glucose concentration are expected and, indeed, have been found by Lipton (1989) (lower glycogen, cf. their Table 1 Using ischemic solution containing rotenone, antimycin, and iodoacetate (and no glucose or O 2 ), the latency to the AD was not significantly different ( p ϭ 0.3) after superfusion of 2 mM glucose solution and after 10 mM glucose solution ( Fig. 2C ; also see mean data in Fig. 4 A) . However, when the effect of omitting iodoacetate was tested after superfusion of 2 mM glucose (Fig. 2 D) , the increase in latency described above after superfusion of 10 mM glucose was reduced from 5.5 to 3 min (see Fig. 4 A), and this prolongation was not significant ( p ϭ 0.23), consistent with glycogen stores having been depleted. Schematic diagram of energy production pathways inhibited in this study. Conversion of glucose (or glycogen) to pyruvate by glycolysis generates two ATP molecules and can be inhibited with iodoacetate (IAA). G6P, Glucose-6-phosphate. Pyruvate is converted to acetyl CoA to feed the citric acid cycle, which generates two GTP molecules (convertible to ATP) and exports NADH and FADH 2 to the electron transport chain, complexes 1, 3, and 4 (C1, C3, and C4) of which extrude H ϩ across the mitochondrial membrane to power ATP synthesis (29 ATP/glucose) (Rolfe and Brown, 1997) . C1, C3, and C4 can be inhibited with rotenone, antimycin, and cyanide. ATP is used primarily to fuel ion pumping (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001) , indicated here as the plasma membrane sodium pump. Short-term ATP reserves occur as phosphocreatine (PCr) and as nucleotide triphosphates (NTP) other than ATP (UTP, GTP, CTP).
Glycolysis fueled by glucose prevents the AD when mitochondria are blocked If mitochondria are inhibited but glucose is present (e.g., in anoxia), extra production of ATP will be provided by glycolysis fueled by glucose on top of that fueled by glycogen breakdown. To investigate this, we applied rotenone and antimycin in solution bubbled with N 2 but containing 10 mM glucose (and no iodoacetate). Because glycolysis normally produces only 6% of the total ATP generated by the sequential operation of glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation (Rolfe and Brown, 1997 ) (i.e., two of the total of 31 ATP molecules produced per glucose as shown in Fig. 1 ), the latency to the AD in this condition might be expected to be only slightly prolonged compared with the situation with no glucose present as in Figure 2 B. Contrary to this expectation, the presence of 10 mM glucose prevented an AD from occurring in five cells that we recorded from for over 40 min (Fig.  3A) , one of which was recorded for 3.75 h with no AD occurring (mean recording time, 5627 Ϯ 1817 s) (Fig. 4 A) . Including iodoacetate in the solution to prevent the 10 mM glucose present from being metabolized resulted in a normal early AD in all five cells studied (Figs. 3B, 4) . Similarly, after 1 h of superfusion with 2 mM glucose, the maintained presence of 2 mM glucose (in the rotenone-and antimycin-containing solution) greatly delayed the AD. The AD latency was increased ( p ϭ 0.003) from 676 Ϯ 126 s in six slices with glucose removed during metabolic inhibi- tion (Fig. 2 D) to 3395 Ϯ 444 s in five slices with 2 mM glucose present (four cells showed a very late AD, and one cell showed no AD by 4962 s of recording) (data not shown). Thus glycolysis can prevent or greatly delay the occurrence of the AD.
Interestingly, external glucose prevented not only the anoxic depolarization from occurring but also the massive increase in spontaneous release of GABA-containing vesicles that normally occurs in the first few minutes of ischemia . Normally, the fall in ATP levels in ischemia leads to an increase in sIPSC rate, from 1-2 Hz in control conditions to ϳ33 Hz after 4 min of ischemia , whereas with mitochondria inhibited in the presence of 10 mM glucose, the sIPSC rate after 4 or even 40 min of metabolic inhibition (1.15 Ϯ 0.34 and 1.98 Ϯ 0.47 Hz, respectively) was not significantly increased ( p ϭ 0.86 and 0.18, respectively) from its preischemic value (1.23 Ϯ 0.28 Hz in four cells). Thus the presence of glucose maintains presynaptic transmembrane ion gradients sufficiently to prevent the increase in [Ca 2ϩ ] i , which triggers the normal increase in sIPSC rate ).
In case the protective effect of external glucose was caused by ATP production in the young (P12) animals used here being more dependent on glycolysis than is the case in older animals (Clark et al., 1993; Nabetani et al., 1995) , we repeated this experiment in slices from P28 rats (in which enzymes of aerobic metabolism are at adult levels) (Clark et al., 1993) . The same abolition of the AD by 10 mM glucose was obtained: in the absence of glucose, the latency to the AD in N 2 -bubbled solution containing rotenone, antimycin, and iodoacetate was ϳ4 min (230 Ϯ 8 s; n ϭ 7; i.e., approximately one-half of the latency seen in P12 slices), but in the presence of 10 mM glucose and in the absence of iodoacetate, no AD was seen for Ͼ1 h in six cells (recording time with no AD was 3 h for one cell and had a mean value of 4890 Ϯ 1230 s) (Fig. 4 A) .
Because it has been suggested that much of the glycolysis of the brain occurs in astrocytes (Pellerin et al., 1998; Sibson et al., 1998; Magistretti and Pellerin, 1999) , which also express a large fraction of the glutamate transport capacity of the brain in the form of the glutamate transporter GLT-1 (Lehre et al., 1995) , we considered whether the apparent importance of glycolysis for preventing the AD was related to a need to keep astrocytes polarized to power uptake by GLT-1 (Levy et al., 1998) . To test this, in three cells exposed for ϳ20 min to rotenone and antimycin in N 2 -bubbled solution containing 10 mM glucose, we applied the GLT-1 blocker dihydrokainate (DHK; 200 M) to determine whether the resulting cessation of glutamate uptake would allow [glu] o to increase and suddenly trigger an AD. Experimentally, no AD occurred (Fig. 3C) , suggesting that glucose does not prevent an AD by maintaining glial glutamate uptake (although we cannot rule out the possibility that the residual uptake by the minority glial transporter GLAST, which is not blocked by DHK, is sufficient to prevent the glutamate concentration from rising).
Oxygen-sensing channels do not determine the latency of the AD Oxygen deprivation may directly inhibit K ϩ channels (Jiang and Haddad, 1994) and increase Na ϩ channel opening (Hammarstrom and Gage, 2000) , both of which would tend to promote an earlier and larger AD. To test this, we applied solution lacking glucose and containing iodoacetate to block glycolysis and applied solution containing rotenone and antimycin to block mitochondrial ATP production, bubbled with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 ; we then compared the response (Fig. 5A) with that produced by application of the same solution bubbled with 95% N 2 /5% CO 2 (Fig. 2 A) . The latency to the AD was not significantly different ( p ϭ 0.47) in the presence and absence of oxygen (Fig. 5B) , indicating no significant contribution of these O 2 -sensing channels to determining the time of the AD. However, the amplitude of the AD current was reduced in oxygen-containing solution (Fig. 5C ), and this may be a result of an absence of low [O 2 ]-induced opening of oxygen-sensitive Na ϩ channels or block of K ϩ channels.
Metabolites downstream of glycolysis form an energy store to feed mitochondria
Applying iodoacetate alone in solution lacking oxygen and glucose (Fig. 6 A) produced an AD with a latency that was 1 min longer than (not significantly different from; p ϭ 0.11) that seen when rotenone and antimycin were included in the solution (Fig.  2 A) . However, when iodoacetate alone was applied in solution that lacked glucose but was bubbled with oxygen ( Fig. 6 B) , the AD took an extra 5 min to occur ( p ϭ 0.003; n ϭ 13) (Fig. 6 D) . This suggests that there are sufficient substrates downstream of the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) enzyme, which is inhibited by iodoacetate (Fig. 1) , for mitochondria to generate 5 min worth of ATP when oxygen is present. Again, the amplitude of the AD current was smaller in the presence of oxygen (Fig. 6 E) .
In case free-radical production by mitochondria in the presence of O 2 (Turrens, 2003) affected the time to the AD, we tested the effect of the cell-permeant free-radical scavenger Mn(III)tetrakis(4-benzoic acid) porphyrin (MnTBAP; 200 M), in which the slices were soaked for 30 min before recording and which was also present in the superfusion solution (Vergun et al., 2001) . MnTBAP had no effect on the latency to the AD (754 Ϯ 149 s in six slices; p ϭ 0.39 compared with no MnTBAP present) when iodoacetate was applied in the presence of oxygen, suggesting that free-radical generation plays an insignificant role in determining the AD latency.
We independently estimated the ATP-generating power of metabolites downstream of glycolysis by comparing the latency to the AD in the oxygen-bubbled iodoacetate-containing solution (Fig. 6 B) with that in the same solution to which rotenone and antimycin had been added to block mitochondria (Fig. 5A) . The presence of the mitochondrial blockers reduced the time to the AD by nearly 6.5 min ( p ϭ 0.0005) (compare the second column in Fig. 5B with the second column in Fig. 6D ). This is slightly longer than the 5 min change seen when oxygen was omitted (Fig. 6A,B) , which may reflect the presence of a small amount of residual oxygen in the N 2 -bubbed iodoacetate-containing solution of Figure 6A , which would slightly increase the latency to the AD.
Lactate oxidation does not delay the AD when glycolysis is inhibited
According to the suggestion that activity-evoked glycolysis, or almost all glycolysis, is in glia, which export lactate to neurons as Figure 5 . O 2 -sensing ion channels do not affect the time at which the AD occurs. A, An AD occurs in solution containing 100 M rotenone (Rot), 100 M antimycin (Anti), and 2 mM iodoacetate (IAA) (glucose free; slice presoaked in 10 mM glucose) bubbled with O 2 , just as when the solution was bubbled with N 2 (Fig. 2 A) . The small steps on the trace are in response to voltage jumps to check series resistance. B, The time of the AD was not affected by the presence of oxygen in the ischemia solution. C, The amplitude of the AD current was reduced when oxygen was present in the ischemia solution. Bold numbers show numbers of cells. a substrate for their mitochondria (Pellerin et al., 1998; Sibson et al., 1998; Magistretti and Pellerin, 1999) , one might expect that with oxygen present during inhibition of glycolysis, neuronal ATP levels could be maintained if mitochondria are fueled by the superfusion of lactate. Thus, if the AD is primarily produced by a decrease in neuronal transmembrane ion gradients (see Discussion), then the AD evoked by iodoacetate in the presence of oxygen ought to be greatly delayed, or even prevented, by superfusion of lactate.
Experimentally, however, including 5 mM lactate in the solution (a concentration reported to maintain synaptic transmission in the absence of glucose) (Schurr et al., 1988; Saitoh et al., 1994) did not prevent the AD evoked by iodoacetate (Fig. 6C) , which occurred (in seven cells) at a time not significantly altered ( p ϭ 0.37) from when lactate was absent. Lactate also did not prevent the increase in spontaneous release of GABA-containing vesicles that normally occurs during metabolic inhibition ; after 4 min in iodoacetate, the sIPSC rate in four cells had increased from a preiodoacetate value of 2.8 Ϯ 1.3 Hz in four cells to 13.9 Ϯ 2.8 Hz, which is less than the 33 Hz seen with combined inhibition of glycolysis and mitochondria , presumably because some ATP is initially still being made by mitochondria. The presence of 5 mM lactate had no significant effect on this increase (the IPSC rate increased from 2.3 Ϯ 0.6 to 11.2 Ϯ 3.3 Hz in four cells; p ϭ 0.55 compared with no lactate). Thus the presence of lactate does not prevent [ATP] from falling sufficiently in presynaptic terminals to evoke a large increase in spontaneous transmitter release.
Similarly, 5 mM pyruvate did not affect the AD latency ( p ϭ 0.96) in six cells and neither did 20 mM lactate in seven cells ( p ϭ 0.34) (Fig. 6 D) . In case this lack of effect of lactate was caused by ATP production in the young (P12) animals used here being more dependent on glycolysis than is the case in older animals (Clark et al., 1993; Nabetani et al., 1995) , we repeated this experiment in slices from P28 rats (in which the enzymes of aerobic metabolism are at adult levels) (Clark et al., 1993) . Again, neither 5 nor 20 mM lactate significantly delayed the AD (Fig. 6 D) . Its latency changed from 1457 Ϯ 78 s in six slices without lactate (twice as long as in P12 slices) to 1860 Ϯ 301 s in 10 slices with 5 mM lactate ( p ϭ 0.16), whereas for 20 mM lactate, the latency was 1603 Ϯ 80 s in five slices ( p ϭ 0.22 compared with no lactate present).
To assess whether lactate might initially support synaptic transmission (although it cannot prevent the anoxic depolarization from occurring eventually), we performed an experiment similar to that shown in Figure 4 from Izumi et al. (1994) , measuring the field EPSP evoked by stimulating the Schaffer collaterals in P28 slices. Iodoacetate evoked an inhibition of the fEPSP slope (Fig. 6 F) , which fell to 50% of its initial value in ϳ3 min [significantly faster than the 12 min seen by Izumi et al. (1994) when they applied iodoacetate in the presence of glucose], and this was followed by a small recovery of the fEPSP. The initial depression of the fEPSP is attributable to adenosine release suppressing synaptic glutamate release (Fowler, 1990) , and the subsequent recovery (Fowler, 1992) may reflect inhibition of the function of G-protein-coupled adenosine receptors when the GTP concentration falls in presynaptic terminals. Again, contrary to Izumi et al. (1994) , we found that when 20 mM lactate was present, there was no change in the decline of the fEPSP (Fig. 6 F) .
We attribute the faster fEPSP decay that we see in iodoacetate and the lack of effect of lactate to the fact that Izumi et al. (1994) used a low concentration of iodoacetate (0.2 mM), which blocks glycolysis incompletely (Zeevalk et al., 1995) . Fitting a MichaelisMenten relationship to the data of Zeevalk et al. (1995) on the [iodoacetate] dependence of glycolysis inhibition in retina, we estimate that 0.2 mM iodoacetate only blocks glycolysis by 53%, whereas the 2 mM that we use blocks it by 92%. Furthermore, Izumi et al. (1994) also left glucose present in the solution (presumably because if glycolysis was blocked, it would not be metabolized). Repeating our experiment using only 0.2 mM iodoacetate with 10 mM glucose present, we found that the decay of the fEPSP slope to 50% of its initial size was delayed by 11 min (Fig.  6 F) , consistent with some ATP being produced from external glucose and intracellular glycogen by unblocked glycolysis. Furthermore, if we used 0.2 mM iodoacetate with 20 mM lactate (but no glucose) present, the fEPSP decay was delayed by an additional 4.5 min (Fig. 6 F) , mimicking in part the protective effect of lactate observed by Izumi et al. (1994) .
Together, these data suggest that when glycolysis is completely blocked (with 2 mM iodoacetate), the amount of ATP made from lactate by mitochondria is too small to significantly delay the inhibition of the fEPSP, but if some ATP is being made from glycogen by glycolysis (in only 0.2 mM iodoacetate), the addition of lactate-derived ATP can delay the fEPSP inhibition. In our experiments, the presence of lactate did not prevent the fEPSP from eventually being greatly reduced. This is not a discrepancy with the data of Izumi et al. (1994) , who found that the fEPSP was only suppressed by 35% after 30 min in lactate, for two reasons. First, it appears that they had glucose present in their lactatecontaining solution [Izumi et al. (1994) , their Table 2 legend], which would have continued to make ATP via partially blocked glycolysis. Second, their recordings were at 30°C and ours were at 33°C. Assuming a Q 10 of 3, we would expect that the time needed for the fEPSP to start its rapid decline in 0.2 mM iodoacetate would be prolonged from the 18 min in Figure 6 F to 25 min, which is similar to the recording time of Izumi et al. (1994) . Thus, if they had recorded for a longer period of time, without glucose in the lactate-containing solution, they would presumably have seen the large decrease in fEPSP in lactate-containing solution that we observed.
Blocking mitochondria with cyanide gives an earlier AD than with rotenone/antimycin
We compared the effect of blocking mitochondrial function with cyanide (Reiner et al., 1990; Ferreira et al., 1997) with the effect of using rotenone and antimycin (Fig. 7) , because cyanide also modulates NMDA receptor activation (Patel et al., 1994; Arden et al., 1998) . Solution containing iodoacetate and cyanide (1 mM) and lacking O 2 and glucose produced an AD (Fig. 7A) , that was similar to that seen with rotenone and antimycin (Fig. 2 A) , except that it occurred ϳ1.5 min earlier, after 6 min instead of 7.5 min (significantly different, p ϭ 2.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ). Applying glutamate receptor blockers during the post-AD plateau suppressed much of the inward current (Fig. 8 A) , showing that it was mediated by glutamate release (Rossi et al., 2000) ; much of the rest of the inward current is generated by GABA release , and E Cl was 0 mV in these experiments so GABA A receptors generate an inward current. The amplitude of the glutamatemediated current was not significantly different between ischemia induced by glucose-and oxygen-free solution containing rotenone, antimycin, and iodoacetate or containing cyanide and iodoacetate (Fig. 8 B,C) .
Omitting iodoacetate from the cyanide-containing solution to allow glycolysis driven by glycogen breakdown prolonged the latency to the AD by 6 min (Fig. 7 B, D) ( p ϭ 0.006), as described above when mitochondria were inhibited with rotenone and antimycin.
Surprisingly, if oxygen was present in the solution containing iodoacetate and cyanide and lacking glucose, the AD was delayed by nearly 11 min ( p ϭ 0.007; n ϭ 7) (Fig. 7C,D) . In contrast, oxygen had no prolonging effect when mitochondria were blocked with rotenone and antimycin (Fig. 5) . This suggests that cyanide does not completely block mitochondria (oxygen itself may reduce the cyanide block) (Delhumeau et al., 1994) . Figure 9A shows the response to removal of oxygen and glucose from the superfusion solution, without any metabolic blockers being added. The latency to the AD (Fig. 9D, first column) was 4 min longer ( p ϭ 0.04) than when rotenone and antimycin were added as well (Fig. 4 A, second column) (both in the absence of iodoacetate), presumably because in an open-recording chamber, it is hard to remove all of the oxygen from the superfusing solution, and thus it is hard to completely inhibit mitochondrial ATP production from the substrate produced by glycogen breakdown. Consistent with the presence of a significant amount of residual O 2 , simple removal of glucose (leaving oxygen present) produced an AD with a latency ( p ϭ 0.4) similar to that seen when oxygen and glucose were both removed (Fig. 9 B, D) . However, the amplitude of the AD current was reduced in the presence of oxygen (Fig. 9E) . To check the role of glycogen breakdown, the experiment removing oxygen and glucose was repeated after soaking slices for at least 1 h in solution containing 2 mM glucose to lower the glycogen stores and intracellular glucose levels of the cells (as done for Fig. 2C,D) . After this treatment, the latency to the AD seen when glucose and O 2 were removed was reduced by 6.5 min ( p ϭ 0.005), as shown in Figure 9 , C and D, again implying a significant role for glycogenolysis in delaying the AD.
The response to simple removal of oxygen and glucose

Estimation of the relative size of hippocampal energy stores
In this section, we use the data above to estimate the relative sizes of ATP reserves provided by various biochemical stores in slices from P12 rats. Most brain ATP is used to power ion pumping (Ames, 1992; Rolfe and Brown, 1997; Attwell and Laughlin, 2001) . Therefore, we focus on the supply of ATP to the Na ϩ pump, which prevents the decrease in ion gradients causing the AD.
How long can ATP stores sustain Na
؉ pumping during severe metabolic inhibition? When glucose and oxygen are removed at the same time that blockers of ATP production by mitochondria and glycolysis are applied, it takes ϳ7.5 min (at 33°C) before the AD occurs in P12 hippocampal slices (Fig. 2) . Part of this time will reflect the time needed for the ATP concentration to fall below the level needed to sustain operation of the plasma membrane Na ϩ /K ϩ -ATPase (the catalytic site for ATP hydrolysis has an EC 50 value of only 0.4 M, but the pump may stop working when [ATP] falls below the level needed to activate lower affinity, EC 50 ϭ ϳ0.4 mM, ATP binding sites) (Dagani and Erecinska, 1987) . The remainder of the time will reflect the period needed for ion gradients to decrease once the Na ϩ /K ϩ -ATPase has stopped. The free ATP is initially 2.7 mM (Folbergrova et al., 1997) , and the hippocampus (in vivo) consumes ATP at a rate of 0.4 mM/s, calculated from the measured glucose utilization at 37°C of 79 mol/100 g per minute (Sokoloff et al., 1977) , assuming that 31 ATP molecules are produced per glucose (Rolfe and Brown, 1997) , and thus when ATP synthesis stops, the existing ATP should be consumed in 2.7/0.4 ϭ 6.8 s at 37°C, or 10.5 s at 33°C, which we use (assuming a Q 10 of 3). In addition, ATP can be generated from phosphocreatine and from other nucleoside triphosphates (Fig. 1) . The phosphocreatine concentration is twice as high as that of ATP (Raley and Lipton, 1990; Folbergrova et al., 1997) , whereas the concentrations of UTP, GTP, and CTP (which can be converted to ATP) when added together give approximately one-third the level of ATP (Pissarek et al., 1999) . Thus, phosphocreatine is expected to contribute sufficient ATP to power ϳ21 s of ion pumping, whereas other nucleoside triphosphates will power 3.5 s of pumping. These durations will be increased in our experiments if the metabolic activity of hippocampal slices is lower than that of in vivo hippocampus, for example, because of the removal of excitatory input from outside the hippocampus, or if energy use is downregulated in the first few minutes of energy deprivation (as measured in cultured neurons after 1 h of energy deprivation) (Munns et al., 2003) .
Glycogenolysis delays the AD by 5.5 min
When hippocampal slices were exposed to severe metabolic inhibition (removal of glucose and oxygen and addition of rotenone and antimycin) but glycolysis was allowed to occur (i.e., no iodoacetate was applied), the AD occurred 5.5 min later (Fig. 2 B) , and this prolongation was reduced (indeed was not significant) for slices presoaked in low glucose, consistent with glycogen stores (and intracellular glucose) being the source of the extra latency (Fig. 2C,D) . If we ignore metabolic compartmentation within the slice by assuming that energy stored as glycogen predominantly in glia (Rosenberg and Dichter, 1985; Kato et al., 1989; Ignacio et al., 1990) can be freely passed to neurons (e.g., as lactate) (Cambray-Deakin et al., 1988; Dringen et al., 1993; Pellerin et al., 1998; Sibson et al., 1998; Magistretti and Pellerin, 1999) and also assume that with mitochondria blocked there is no change in the rate of ATP consumption or in the time needed for ion gradients to decrease after the sodium pump has stopped, Figure 9 . Response of CA1 pyramidal cells to oxygen and glucose deprivation without metabolic blockers. A, Application of oxygen-and glucose-free solution to a pyramidal cell in a slice that had been presoaked in 10 mM glucose induced an AD after ϳ18 min. B, Applying glucosefree solution in the presence of oxygen induced an AD at a time not significantly different from when oxygen was absent. C, Oxygen and glucose deprivation in a slice that had been presoaked in 2 mM glucose solution led to an earlier AD. D, Mean time to AD. E, Mean amplitude of the AD current. Bold numbers indicate the number of cells studied. p values compare the second and third bars with the first bar in D and E. Gluc pre 10 or Glu pre 2, Glucose was present at 10 or 2 mM before ischemia.
then it appears that glycogenolysis can provide ϳ5.5 min worth of ATP to maintain sodium pumping and other energyconsuming processes within the cell. Glycogen therefore provides a greater energy store than either free ATP or phosphocreatine.
Energy stored in metabolites downstream of GAPDH
Comparison of the latency to the AD produced by iodoacetate in solution including or lacking oxygen, or in oxygen-containing solution containing or lacking mitochondrial blockers, suggested that already generated products of glycolysis, downstream of the GAPDH enzyme that iodoacetate inhibits, can feed into mitochondria and generate ϳ6.5 min worth of ATP. Pyruvate, lactate, citric acid cycle intermediates, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), FADH 2 , and amino acid oxidation may all contribute to this tail of substrate provision to mitochondria. Fatty acid metabolism, which generates FADH 2 for mitochondria, could also theoretically contribute to this increase in ATP production. However, fatty acid oxidation is reported to be of little significance in the brain because of the absence of the enzyme 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase (Yang et al., 1987) .
Discussion
We investigated the role of different metabolic pathways in preventing the anoxic depolarization produced by energy deprivation in hippocampal slices. Formation of ATP from glycogen (via glycolysis) or from pyruvate, citric acid cycle intermediates, and amino acids (via oxidative phosphorylation) can delay the AD. During transient ischemia, hypoglycemia, or anoxia, these energy reserves might prevent an AD from occurring and be neuroprotective (Swanson and Choi, 1993; Gruetter, 2003) . Our data indicate a particularly important role for glycolysis in this regard: when mitochondria are blocked, external glucose prevents an AD from occurring for hours, whereas when glycolysis is blocked, lactate-driven oxidative phosphorylation does not significantly delay the AD.
External glucose prevents the AD from occurring
Even with mitochondrial ATP production blocked, external glucose was sufficient to prevent the AD from occurring. This is surprising, because normally glycolysis provides only 6% of the ATP of the brain (assuming glycolysis does not become more important in brain slices). This might imply that only a small fraction of the ATP production of the brain is needed to prevent the AD. However, when mitochondria are inhibited, ATP production by glycolysis is increased, by the Pasteur effect, by a factor of 4 -5 because of increased activity of phosphofructokinase, hexokinase, and glucose transport (Lowry et al., 1964; Drewes and Gilboe, 1973; Depré et al., 1998) , and thus there should be much more ATP production than is normally generated by glycolysis. Although P12 animals may rely less on oxidative phosphorylation than older animals and maintain membrane potentials and neuronal excitability through glycolysis alone (Clark et al., 1993; Nabetani et al., 1995) , we found identical results in older (P28) rat slices when the oxidative phosphorylation system is mature; i.e., external glucose was sufficient to prevent the AD.
Lactate oxidation does not delay the AD
Although some papers report that lactate supports neuronal activity in the absence of glucose in CA1 (Schurr et al., 1988; Izumi et al., 1994 Izumi et al., , 1997 and optic nerve (Brown et al., 2003) , others find that although lactate helps to maintain ATP levels, it does not allow normal neuronal activity in CA1 (Chih et al., 2001a ) and CA3 (Takata and Okada, 1995; Wada et al., 1998) . Lactate is converted into pyruvate, which produces ATP via oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 1) , and thus with glycolysis but not mitochondria inhibited, one might expect lactate to maintain the majority of the ATP production and to prevent the AD. When glycolysis was inhibited with iodoacetate, however, adding 5-20 mM lactate did not delay the AD either in P12 or in P28 rats (Fig.  6C,D) and did not prevent an increase in sIPSC frequency or inhibition of excitatory synaptic transmission (Fig. 6 F) . Thus, in our experiments, mitochondria do not produce significant ATP from superfused lactate (and hence not from lactate released by glia) when glycolysis is inhibited.
Our data are consistent with the findings of Takata and Okada (1995) and Wada et al. (1998) that replacing glucose with lactate abolished synaptic transmission in Ͻ20 min (in guinea pig CA3 and dentate gyrus). In contrast, in rat CA1, Schurr et al. (1988) found that replacing glucose by lactate preserved synaptic function, and Izumi et al. (1994) (Fig. 4) found that after 30 min in iodoacetate, the field EPSP was reduced by 80% with glucose present but reduced by only 35% in 10 mM lactate. The results obtained by Schurr et al. (1988) may reflect the use of an interface chamber rather than submerged slices, but the apparent discrepancy with Izumi et al. (1994) resulted from their use of a low concentration of iodoacetate, which does not completely block glycolysis (see Results) and leaving glucose in their solutions. When we used their low concentration of iodoacetate and left glucose in the solution, it took longer for the fEPSP to be inhibited, as expected if ATP could still be made from glycogen and glucose by a glycolysis pathway that was only partially blocked (Fig. 6 F) . In addition, having lactate present (without glucose) further delayed the inhibition of the fEPSP. Thus, when glycolysis is completely blocked, the amount of ATP made from lactate by mitochondria is too small to delay the inhibition of the fEPSP, but if some ATP is made from glycogen when glycolysis is only partly blocked, the addition of lactate-derived ATP can delay (but not prevent) the fEPSP inhibition.
Metabolic compartmentation
Metabolic compartmentation in the brain, within cells or between cell types, may explain some of our results. It has been suggested (Raffin et al., 1992; Rosenthal and Sick, 1992 ) that the plasma membrane Na ϩ /K ϩ -ATPase is preferentially fueled by ATP produced from glycolysis (although it is unclear why mitochondrially produced ATP cannot diffuse to plasma membrane Na ϩ pumps, and an increase in glycolytic rate via the Pasteur effect might explain why mitochondrial block has relatively little effect). Consistent with a metabolic compartmentation within cells in which glycolysis powers ion pumping, glycolytic enzymes have been detected in synaptic locations where energy use on ion pumping is high (Wu et al., 1997; Ikemoto et al., 2003) . This could explain why fueling glycolysis with glucose while blocking mitochondria prevents an AD; glycolytic ATP might allow the Na ϩ /K ϩ -ATPase to function sufficiently to maintain transmembrane ion gradients. Indeed, external glucose maintained presynaptic ion gradients sufficiently to prevent the massive spontaneous exocytosis of GABA-containing vesicles that is normally triggered by energy deprivation.
Alternatively, if glycolysis is mostly in glia, which export lactate to neurons to be metabolized by their mitochondria (Pellerin et al., 1998; Sibson et al., 1998; Magistretti and Pellerin, 1999) (but see Chih et al., 2001b) , then our data might suggest that the key step in triggering the AD is a decrease in glial [ATP], leading to glial depolarization, which releases K ϩ and reduces glutamate uptake. This would explain why inhibition of (mainly glial) gly-colysis with iodoacetate is sufficient to produce an AD after ϳ8 min (Fig. 6 A, D) , whereas inhibition of (mainly neuronal) mitochondria with rotenone and antimycin (but no iodoacetate) produces an AD only after ϳ13 min (Figs. 2 B, 4A) . It would also explain why an AD can be prevented for Ͼ1 h when glucose is present during mitochondrial inhibition (Fig. 3A) . Finally, if maintaining ATP levels in glia were important for preventing an AD, it would explain why evolution has placed most glycogen in glia rather than neurons: during metabolic inhibition, the ATP level in glia could be maintained by glycogenolysis.
However, it is not clear why a decreased ATP concentration in glia should trigger an AD. The ATP consumption and the expected K ϩ leak when the sodium pump is inhibited are both larger in neurons than in glia (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001 ), suggesting that stopping ATP production will cause neuronal [ATP] to fall faster than glial [ATP] and that neurons will contribute more to the increase in [K ϩ ] o , which slows and then reverses glutamate transporters, releasing the glutamate that generates the AD (Rossi et al., 2000) . The possibility that the AD is triggered by a decrease in glial ion gradients slowing or reversing the main GLT-1 glutamate transporter in glia is contradicted by the fact that blocking or knocking out GLT-1 does not alter the time of the AD (Rossi et al., 2000; Hamann et al., 2002) , even when mitochondria are blocked (Fig. 3C) . In contrast, knocking out the neuronal transporter EAAC1 delays the AD threefold (Gebhardt et al., 2002) , suggesting that the transporters that release glutamate are mainly in neurons. For these reasons, one might expect a decreased ATP level in neurons, rather than glia, to be the factor precipitating the AD.
O 2 -sensing ion channels do not influence AD latency
The latency of the AD seen during metabolic inhibition with rotenone, antimycin, iodoacetate, and glucose removal was not affected by the presence or absence of oxygen (Fig. 5) , suggesting that O 2 -sensing channels do not play a role in determining the AD latency.
Comparison of cyanide and rotenone/antimycin as mitochondrial blockers
The AD produced using cyanide as a mitochondrial blocker (with iodoacetate to block glycolysis) was similar to that seen when blocking mitochondria with rotenone plus antimycin, but the AD latency was reduced by 20% when using cyanide. The potentiating action of cyanide on NMDA receptors containing NR2A subunits (Patel et al., 1994; Arden et al., 1998) , together with the fact that the AD is mostly produced by activation of NMDA receptors (Rossi et al., 2000) , seems a likely explanation for this slight acceleration.
A hierarchy of energy stores
The estimates of energy stores in P12 slices described in Results can be summarized as the following hierarchy of times (at 33°C) for which ATP can be produced by the different stores: pyruvate/ citric acid cycle intermediates/amino acid oxidation when mitochondria are functioning (390 s) Ͼ glycogen when mitochondria are inhibited (330 s) Ͼ phosphocreatine (21 s) Ͼ ATP (10.5 s) Ͼ other nucleoside triphosphates (3.5 s). If a metabolic insult is of limited duration (e.g., a clot is rapidly cleared from a blood vessel), these stores may be able to prevent an AD from occurring and thus prevent the massive release of glutamate by transporter reversal, which triggers neuronal death.
